
DESERT FLOWER WARIS

Waris Dirie was born as a daughter of a nomadic family in in the region of Gallacaio, in the Somali desert on the border
with Ethiopia.

He was a photographer. Voice 2 People all around the world heard about female circumcision because of
Waris Dirie. Paulo Augusto, a year-old Portuguese man, was held in custody after having apparently stalked
her some 1, miles across Europe, eventually gaining access to her apartment by climbing through a
neighbour's window. Several years before, her sister had also escaped a marriage like this. Waris began
speaking about female circumcision. Voice 1 Waris spoke about female circumcision because she was
circumcised. Dirie apparently suffered minor injuries when her assailant threw her to the floor. What informed
your decision to open the Desert Flower Centers in Europe, and what are some of the challenges currently
limiting your efforts to expand to other regions? She had no shoes and no food or water. She travelled there to
work for a Somali family - friends of her family. And he was right. As our headquarters are situated in Europe,
we thought it would be a good start to open up the centers here to see the progress first hand. The foundation
also provides mental and emotional help to women. A young woman tries to escape all this and after many
adventures he succeeds and achieves international recognition in the modelling world, thus gaining
independence and respect. Infection and even death are common after a circumcision. According to WHO
estimates, 8, girls become victims of this incredible brutality every day. At the age of 13, Waris fled from a
forced marriage with a man who could have been her grandfather. Instead she is going to have a very different
life. She has survived many bad times and situations. Thanks for subscribing! This name describes Waris Dirie
well. Female circumcision usually happens in dirty conditions. At first, her father chased her. Parents believe
that circumcision means their daughter will be pure. Voice 2 The foundation also helps victims of female
circumcision. So Waris told her mother that she also did not want to marry. But it was much different now.
Their lives are determined by the wishes of men who wish to control every aspect of their existence, including
even their sexuality. Then, aged 12, when her father attempted to arrange a marriage with a 60 year old
stranger in exchange for five camels - she took flight. Voice 2 When Waris was 13, she was supposed to marry
a much older man. They use this name to show that this tradition is wrong and dangerous. A young woman
tries to escape all this and after many adventures he succeeds and achieves international recognition in the
modelling world, thus gaining independence The position of women in many African regions where old
customs are prevalent is very difficult.


